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Warning

� Things aren’t black or white

� A lot of things are grey:
� In teamwork it is impossible to say when 
someone has done his share of work

� Impossible to know, in many cases, who came up 
with the original idea

� (in a research problem) What is more difficult? 
The question or the answer?
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Outline

1. What are ethics?

2. Why are ethical issues crucial to researchers?

3. Pressure upon researchers increments ethical 
risks

4. Financial issues

5. Plagiarism

6. Experimental misbehaviour

7. Misconduct

8. Discussion and conclusion
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1. What are ethics?

Ethics and morals

Law and ethics
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Ethique et morale
(a French slide)

Je propose donc de distinguer entre 
éthique et morale, de réserver le terme 
d'éthique pour tout le questionnement qui 
précède l'introduction de l'idée de loi 
morale et de désigner par morale tout ce 
qui, dans l'ordre du bien et du mal, se 
rapporte à des lois, des normes, des 
impératifs.

Paul Ricœur
(Merci à Philippe Jaillon)
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Wikipedia

� Ethics, also known as moral philosophy, is 
a branch of philosophy that addresses 
questions about morality—that is, concepts 
such as good and evil, right and wrong, 
virtue and vice, justice, etc. 
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Meta-ethics (wikipedia )

� Meta-ethics is the branch of ethics that 
seeks to understand the nature of ethical 
properties, and ethical statements, 
attitudes, and judgments. Meta-ethics as a 
discipline gained attention with G.E. 
Moore's famous work Principia Ethica from 
1903 in which Moore first addressed what 
he referred to as the naturalistic fallacy. 
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My definition

� Ethics is about the consequences of what we do, 
and about the fact that these consequences 
contradict or not some (abstract) rules

� Morals is about seeing if the consequences are in 
agreement with some specific (eg religious) rules

� Law is about an implementation of these rules

� Deontology is a point of view self imposed by a 
community, usually to preserve some interest
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Example

� You can speak of the ethics of military 
robotics

� Probably we can’t speak of the morals of 
military robotics
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2. Why are ethical 
issues crucial to 

researchers?

Reputation as a key factor
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Thou shall have good 
reputation

� Scientists have to trust

� Hence they hunt down all forms of 
cheating

� We need each other

� Others will need you
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Some related issues

� Peer review is necessary

� Check 
http://www.scipub.org/scipub/c4p.php?j_id=JCS for 
an alternative…

� http://www.anti-plagiarism.org/ for a black list…
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3. Pressure upon 
researchers increments 

ethical risks

Publish or perish

Revisit magical numbers
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Thou shall publish to be read

� H-index

� What story do the publications tell?

� The important thing is the idea, not the 
article

� You can publish around the same idea 
various times, but make this clear
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About bibliometry

� Why do we need it?
� Because of evaluation issues

� Because there are too many journals and 
conferences

� 5518 (802/4468) in computer science for 
2008, see Arnetminer

http://arnetminer.org/ranking/conference
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Bibliometry and computer 
science

� Not to our advantage

Porque a quien tiene se le dará y le 
sobrará; pero a quien no tiene, aun lo que 
tiene se le quitará.

Mateo 13-12
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Average number of items cited per paper

Differences in Impact Factor Across Fields and Over Time
Benjamin M. Althouse, Jevin D. West, Theodore Bergstrom and Carl T. Bergstrom
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Fraction of citations to papers published in the two
previous calendar years.
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Fraction of citations to papers published in JCR-listed journals.
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Ike Antkare

� World ratings of h- indices

� Was #6 with h-index of 102.

� Doesn’t even exist!
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Ethical slide about publishing
If you publish various times the same result (for the reasons 
above) make this clear in your CV

Journals
[1] C. de la Higuera. NP is equal to P. Journal of very fashionable ideas 3(2), 

111—112, 2007. 
…
[6] C. de la Higuera. De l’égalité entre P et NP. Journées francophones des 

fondamentaux de l’informatique fondamentale. Presses Universitaires de 
Saint-Etienne. French version of [1].

…
Conference proceedings
[12] C. de la Higuera. Why P and NP are just one class. 23rd STUF. Monte 

Carlo. LNEW 4444, p. 47-36. Short version of [1].
[14] C. de la Higuera. P and NP are just one class: why? Alicante, Spain. WOTI 

1, p. 4-11, 2011. New version of [1].
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Small conclusion on 
bibliometry

� Beware of magical numbers

� There are good (and fair) reasons for 
trying to measure research production and 
usefulness

� A large h-index or impact factor may not 
be relevant

� But a small one is 
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4. Financial issues

There is money involved:
Organising conferences is a very 

lucrative business
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Financial issues

� Salaries at stake

� Huge budgets

� Conferences
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(Available paper submission) 5th ICCIT2010(Seoul, Korea): Call 

for Papers, Committee Members, Workshops, Invited Sessions

Your paper has been accepted to GESTS International Transactions.

…
Publication date: June 30, 2010.

Journal Type : hard copy with a green color cover
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5 Plagiarism
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Tom Lehrer
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Plagiarism
Plagiarism is defined in dictionaries as the "wrongful 
appropriation," "close imitation," or "purloining and 
publication" of another author's "language, thoughts, 
ideas, or expressions," and the representation of 
them as one's own original work, but the notion 
remains problematic with nebulous boundaries. The 
modern concept of plagiarism as immoral and 
originality as an ideal emerged in Europe only in the 
18th century, particularly with the Romantic 
movement, while in the previous centuries authors and 
artists were encouraged to "copy the masters as 
closely as possible" and avoid "unnecessary invention." 
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Previous slide was plagiarism

� Because it was copied in extenso from 
Wikipedia and I didn’t mention it

� I led the audience to believe that I had 
written it
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Auto -plagiarism

� You can’t copy-paste your own results.

� This is called auto-plagiarism

� Why?
� Because you are supposed to be producing 
original work

� Because it is bad to get reviewers to do 
unnecessary work 
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Plagiarism

� And Auto-plagiarism

� Why is this an issue?
� Spend too much time reviewing

� Community looses confidence in what is 
published

� Multiplies the number of publications

� 20.000 scientific publications per day!
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Plagiarism and copyright

� IPR issues are today an increasingly 
important topic (my advice: listen to as 
many talks and lectures you can find: 
tomorrow’s researchers will need to know 
about this)

� Whatever the copyright laws, the 
obligation to quote remains
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Grey zone

� In order to be visible, you may have to 
« repeat the message »

� Having published a great result once does 
not make it quoted

� It’s not just about h-index: very 
frustrating to see things rediscovered 
over and over
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6 Experimental 
problems

Statistical issues (loose 
research)

Actual manipulation of the 
experiments
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� “There is increasing concern,” declared 
epidemiologist John Ioannidis in a highly 
cited 2005 paper in PLoS Medicine, “that 
in modern research, false findings may be 
the majority or even the vast majority of 
published research claims.”

� http://www.sciencenews.org/view/feature
/id/57091/title/Odds_Are,_Its_Wrong
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Cheating with experimental 
results

� Computer science is (in part) an 
experimental science

� But we have one strong particularity: 
� It is (relatively) too easy to experiment

� Is generating zillions of datasets until one 
fits the theory OK?
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http://www.phdcomics.com
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Bad experiment
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Rule

� Two different families of experiments

� Experimental experiments
� Goal is to discover, to investigate, to test 
hypotheses

� Validation experiments
� Goal is to PROVE that the 
theory/idea/algorithm/setting is correct
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Cheating with experiments

� Presenting voluntarily false results

� Letting the audience believe that the fact 
has been experimentally established

� Experiments should play the same part as a 
mathematical proof (I believe)
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How can we avoid cheating?

� By making possible the reproduction of the 
experiments

� The web is a good tool for that.

� An experimental paper (in computer 
science) should be relayed by a website 
giving all the experimental details (that 
may not be able to fit in the paper) and 
allowing a reviewer/reader to reproduce 
the experiments
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Is cheating bad ?

� It is legitimate that a PhD should not be 
defended because of that

� There have been cases

� Now, PhDs are being retracted for that
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7 Other forms of
scientific misconduct
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Abuse

� During reviewing (conflict of interest)

� In team work 
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Conflict of interest

� In a peer reviewing system, it is essential 
that there is no conflict of interest:
� I should nor review upon colleagues

� I should not even be around if it is about my 
family or students

� I should not review and this would give me an 
unfair advantage
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8 Discussion and
conclusion
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Returning to the Grey zone to 
conclude

� There is a huge gap between what the law 
allows, what you (think that) you can get 
away with and what is not permitted

� Because of the importance of the 
consequences of incorrect behaviour, the 
reaction of the community is very hard


